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“Three Bras And A Hat? Who Packed This Bag?”
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Pre-Wedding Rumors Fill Rice County

Entrepreneurs Embrace 2016

Shotgun Wedding, Green Card and Lost Bet Top Theories

Free Market Thinkers Litter The Readership

(Faribault) “We are full! The closest hotel rooms are in Albert
Lea,” said Joanie Schroder to the never-ending barrage of calls
seeking a room reservation. Ever since the media saw the
public marriage license notice on the twenty-second of
February, it has been nuts around here. I am not going but if
there is someone out there with a plus one, I am your gal.”

(New Orleans) “I got an
idea and thought ‘I sure
know a lot of people who
are just about ready for
adult diapers’,” said
Maggie Sears. “So I just
thinking, I am just the
kind of retailer to corner
the market on this new
and growing market
segment.” The initial
estimates from the readership alone will top three
billion dollars in 2017 and that does not even
count the hats.

The nuptial buzz
has continued
unabated since
February as
friends of Joanie
Joanie and Steve’s
and Steve began
Wedding Invite:
hoping for the
ultra-exclusive
invitation to the wedding. “This is the social event of the year,”
whispered patriarch-in-waiting and top nephew L. William
Miller, “Amy and I have been contacted by the Daily News to
take some ‘behind the scene’ photos. We refused until the
offer until it moved to a very attractive measurable amount.”
The most recent news released by the couple was the secret
contents of the coveted gift bags. Long rumored to include
only baked goods, it has been confirmed that the gift bags will
also include an autographed glamour shot of the couple, a
visor from Bethlehem Academy, a 45 rpm single “Dominique”
by the Singing Nun, a lucky wedding antler supplied by
McMichael Taxidermy, an autographed Uncle Big porkpie hat
and a random grab-bag of District One Hospital office supplies.

(St. Paul) Restaurateur
John McGrory has opened
up “Tiny Utensils” in North
Minneapolis. “I saw that
no one was serving food in
tiny bowls with tiny little
spoons and forks,” said
the innovator. “My shop
allows you to cook a two
ounce bowl of stew and
eat it with a doll-like spoon.” When told that many
family members are confused with the approach, John
said, “But look how big my hands are! They are tiny!”
Curt “Capicola” Breeding
has started a jet salami
delivery service called
“Sky Meat” after he
heard about the dire
Italian meat shortages in
the Upper Midwest. “I
will fly a few feet of spicy
Italian sausage anywhere
I can stop this travesty. I
have a few yards coming to the Chaska area in early
June. I can make a difference with the poor farm folks.”

